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Abstract
Objectives Elite overhead athletes are at risk of posterior circumflex humeral artery (PCHA) degeneration, aneurysm formation and thrombosis. Identification of the proximal PCHA
and the nearby originating deep brachial artery (DBA) can be
a challenge, even among experienced sonographers. The aim
of this study was to assess the accuracy and precision of a
newly designed standardized ultrasound (US) protocol (SPIUS) for assessment of the PCHA and DBA.
Methods Two experienced sonographers determined diameters of the PCHA and DBA using the SPI-US protocol. Interobserver agreement was evaluated using intra-class correlation
coefficient (ICC), standard error of measurement (SEM), minimal detectable change (MDC), Bland-Altman (BA) analysis,
and variance component (VARCOMP) analysis.
Results Thirty-three healthy volunteers participated. The ICC
for diameter measurement of the PCHA and DBA were 0.70
(95 %CI 0.50-0.83) and 0.60 (95 %CI 0.30-0.80), respectively. The SEM for the PCHA and DBA was 0.32 mm and
0.29 mm and MDC was 0.90 mm and 0.80 mm, respectively.
The BA and VARCOMP analyses showed no systematic and
only marginal sonographer bias.
Conclusions The SPI-US protocol is accurate and precise for
PCHA and DBA diameter assessment in cases where they
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originate from the axillary artery. PCHA and DBA diameter
measurements are sonographer-independent using the SPIUS-protocol.
Key points
• PCHA & DBA diameter assessment is accurate and reliable
using the SPI-US protocol
• PCHA & DBA diameter measurements are sonographerindependent using the SPI-US protocol
• The SPI-US protocol minimal detectable change is 0.90 mm
for PCHA diameter measurement
• This minimal detectable change enables detection of PCHA
aneurysms
• First step towards international periodic surveillance of athletes at risk of PCHA-injury
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Introduction
Elite overhead athletes are at risk of vascular injury in the
dominant shoulder due to repetitive abduction and external
rotation of the arm. The posterior circumflex humeral artery
(PCHA) is a side branch of the third part of the axillary artery
(AA) and is prone to degeneration, aneurysm formation, and
thrombosis in elite overhead athletes such as professional volleyball players and baseball pitchers [1–7]. Digital ischemia
due to embolic occlusion ensues from extrusion of
intraluminal thrombus squeezed from the aneurysmatic
PCHA into the AA during sports-specific overhead activity
[3, 6, 8]. The embolic complications of the affected extremity,
in combination with pain and ischemia, can lead to the manifestation of this entity.
In volleyball players, the vast majority of PCHA aneurysm
formation and thrombosis has been reported in the proximal
part of the PCHA, in the trajectory from the takeoff from the
AA up to the passage through the quadrilateral space (QS)
(Fig. 1) [1–4, 6, 7]. The QS is bounded by the long head of
the triceps medially, the surgical neck of the humerus laterally,
the tendon of the teres major and latissimus dorsi muscles inferiorly, and the teres minor muscle or the scapulohumeral capsule superiorly [9, 10]. Although the PCHA is frequently the
last branch arising from the AA, with a prevalence of origin
variations reported to be 33-42 % [11, 12], the deep brachial

Fig. 1 Diagrammatic representation of the quadrilateral space from
posterior Key: QS, quadrilateral space. This figure is drafted by Mr.
K.F. de Geus

artery (DBA), which normally arises from the proximal
brachial artery, may have an aberrant origin and also arise from
the dorsal AA nearby and closely resembling the PCHA
(Figs. 2 & 3) [13–15]. The PCHA is prone to degeneration in
overhead athletes where the DBA has not been reported to be at
risk in overhead athletes in the medical literature. Therefore, it
is important to discriminate the PCHA from the DBA.
Ultrasound (US) is preferred for initial vascular assessment
since this technique is patient friendly, easily available, cheap,
fast, non-invasive and not associated with radiation exposure
[16]. US has been reported previously for assessment of the
distal PCHA through a posterolateral approach on the upper
arm [17, 18]. However, identification and assessment of the
proximal PCHA and DBA with US can be a challenge, even
among experienced sonographers [16]. Also, a known limitation of US is that it is observer dependent, which may limit the
diagnostic accuracy of this imaging modality. Since peripheral
artery aneurysms are defined as a focal vessel segment dilatation of more than 50 % compared to the closest normal
appearing vessel segment proximal or distal to the aneurysmal
segment [19], accurate and precise wall-to-wall diameter measurement are essential. It is evident that standardization of
vascular US protocols is important to improve inter- and
intra-observer reproducibility [20, 21].
Recently, a standardized US-protocol to measure proximal
PCHA and DBA diameters and detect aneurysm related embolization has been developed: the SPI-US protocol [16].

Fig. 2 Classic PCHA origin from the axillary artery Key: AA, axillary
artery; I, first part of axillary artery; II, second part of axillary artery; III,
third part of axillary artery; B, brachial artery; STA, superior thoracic
artery; TAA, thoracoacromial artery; LTA, lateral thoracic artery;
ACHA, anterior circumflex humeral artery; SSA, subscapular artery;
PCHA, posterior circumflex humeral artery; DBA, deep brachial artery.
This figure is drafted by Mr. K.F. de Geus
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Participants were recruited from the medical faculty at the
Academic Medical Center in Amsterdam. The inclusion
criteria were (1) healthy men and women aged between 18
and 35 years and (2) written informed consent.
Volunteers with a history of vascular surgery of the dominant shoulder or lack of written informed consent were not
considered eligible for inclusion. The medical ethics review
committee of our academic hospital stated that the Medical
Research Involving Human Subjects Act (WMO) did not
apply to this study and that no official approval of this study
was required.
Study protocol

Fig. 3 Common trunk of the PCHA and DBA from the axillary artery
Key: AA, axillary artery; I, first part of axillary artery; II, second part of
axillary artery; III, third part of axillary artery; B, brachial artery; STA,
superior thoracic artery; TAA, thoracoacromial artery; LTA, lateral
thoracic artery; ACHA, anterior circumflex humeral artery; SSA,
subscapular artery; PCHA, posterior circumflex humeral artery; DBA,
deep brachial artery. This figure is drafted by Mr. K.F. de Geus

However, the clinimetric characteristics of this protocol, such
as inter-observer reliability and reproducibility of measured
diameters, has not yet been determined.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to assess the accuracy
and precision of the newly designed standardized SPI-US protocol for diameter assessment of proximal PCHA and DBA in
cases where they originate from the axillary artery.

Materials and methods
Study design
To determine inter-observer reliability of the newly designed
standardized SPI-US protocol for diameter measurements of
the PCHA and DBA when performed by experienced
sonographers, a cross-sectional within subject study with
two sonographers was performed among healthy volunteers.

Prior to the ultrasound examination each participant completed a short questionnaire with questions regarding age, gender,
body height, body weight, and total hours of overall sports
activity per week. Subsequently, measurements of proximal
PCHA and DBA diameters were performed in the dominant
and non-dominant shoulder by two sonographers individually.
Each shoulder was regarded as a distinctive entity, since anatomical variations of the PCHA have been reported to be
bilateral in 0 % to 88 % of cases [12]. Diameters were measured once in millimetres (mm). In case of an origin variation
with the PCHA or DBA arising from a common trunk, the
diameter was not measured and the vessel was not included in
the analysis. These cases were excluded because accurate
identification and correct assessment of PCHAs and DBAs
originating from a common trunk using US is cumbersome
due to large variation in branching patterns. The two
sonographers were independent and blinded for each other’s
results.
Sonographers
Both sonographers in this study were registered vascular technicians (RVT) with more than 20 years of experience with
vascular US, who studied the anatomy of the branching pattern of the AA and its anatomical variations intensively from
the start of this study and had extensive experience in
conducting the standardized SPI-US protocol among more
than 300 volleyball players.
Ultrasound assessment

Participant selection
nQuery advisor 7.0 (Statistical Solutions Ltd, 2007) was used
to determine the requirements for a reliability test with two
registered sonographers. To assess an intra-class correlation
coefficient of 0.8, 24 normal anatomical variants of the PCHA
and 24 normal anatomical variants of the DBA were needed
with a two-sided test with a P-value of 0.05 and a distance
from correlation to limit of 0.15.

Ultrasound assessment was performed using a Philips iU22
(Philips 2004 & Philips 2007, version NZE 239) with high
frequency broadband linear array transducers (8-4 MHz and
9-3 MHz). The standardized SPI-US protocol as designed by
van de Pol et al. 2015 was used for all PCHA and DBA
diameter measurements [16]. Sonographer insight knowledge
on PCHA and DBA anatomy, branching pattern and vessel
characteristics, as reported by van de Pol et al. (Van de Pol,
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Maas et al, submitted in November 2015, European Radiology), facilitated accurate identification of the PCHA and DBA
and provided clear guidance for correct assessment.
Data analysis
Data were entered in SPSS (version 21.0, 2012, SPSS Inc.),
and correct data entry was checked. Demographic data of
the participants are shown as means, standard deviations,
and ranges. Inter-rater reliability intra-class correlation coefficients (ICC) for diameters of the PCHA and DBA were
calculated using a two-way random effects model. Both
ICCs were single measure ICCs. The classification used
for the interpretation of the obtained ICCs was according
to Fleiss [22] (<0.40, poor reliability; 0.40-0.75, good reliability; >0.75, excellent reliability). Standard error of measurement (SEM) was acquired using the earlier obtained
ICCs with the SEM formula SEM = SD √ (1 – ICC) [23].
Unlike the ICC, which is a relative measure of reliability, the
SEM provides an absolute index of reliability. The SEM has
the same unit as the measurement of interest, in this case
millimetres (mm). In context of absolute reliability, also the
minimal detectable change (MDC) was determined with the
MDC formula, MDC95 = SEM * 1.96 * √2. The MDC represents the magnitude of change necessary to exceed the
measurement error of two repeated measures at a 95 % confidence interval (CI). Bland-Altman plots were used to assess systematic differences and biases between the two
sonographers for PCHA and DBA. Finally, a variance components analysis (VARCOMP) was performed to determine
sonographer and participant contribution to the variance. In
summary, the ICC, SEM, Bland-Altman analysis, and
VARCOMP analysis are all parameters used to express the
value of reliability.

Results
Participants
Thirty-three healthy participants with a mean age of
25 years were included: 26 men (79 %) and seven women
(21 %). On average, participants were 25 years old (range
20-32 years), had a body height of 184 centimetres (range
170-203 centimetres), and a body weight of 78 kilograms
(range 58-105 kilograms). The inclusion of 33 participants
resulted in 66 included shoulders and as many PCHAs and
DBAs. The PCHA originated from a common trunk in
45 % of cases (n = 30), and the DBA originated from a
common trunk in 58 % of cases (n=38). This resulted in
the inclusion of 36 PCHAs and 28 DBAs that originated
directly from the AA (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Flow chart of the inclusion of the participants

The mean measured PCHA diameter by sonographer 1 was
3.7 mm (95 % CI 3.5-3.9) and 3.7 mm (95 % CI 3.5-3.9) by
sonographer 2. The mean measured DBA diameter by sonographer 1 was 2.3 mm (95 % CI 2.1-2.5) and 2.4 mm (95 % CI
2.2-2.5) by sonographer 2 (Table 1).
Reliability
ICC & SEM & MDC
The ICC for the diameter measurement between sonographer
1 and 2 was 0.7 (95 % CI 0.50-0.83) for the PCHA, and 0.6
(95 % CI 0.30-0.80) for the DBA, which corresponds with
Bgood reliability^ according to Fleiss [22]. The obtained
SEM was 0.3 mm for the PCHA and 0.3 mm for the DBA.
The MDC was 0.9 mm for the PCHA and 0.8 mm for the
DBA (Table 1).
Bland-Altman analysis
The Bland-Altman for measured PCHA diameters shows no
proportional bias. Most data points are plotted below the mean
difference line, which results in a sufficient level of agreement
between the two sonographers. The Bland-Altman plot for
measured DBA diameters shows an even better level of agreement. The mean of the differences among the two
sonographers is almost nil for PCHA and DBA diameter measurements, which reflects good inter-rater concordance. Only
two data points are plotted outside the limits of agreement
(±1.96 SD), which is supportive for sufficient level of agreement between the two sonographers (Fig. 5).
Variance component (VARCOMP) analysis
The VARCOMP analysis revealed that the variation in measured PCHA diameters was mostly participant-dependent:
67 %. The sonographer-dependent variation was 1 %, the
side-dependent variation (left or right shoulder) was 3 %,
and the remaining was random error. The variation in
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Table 1

Mean, standard deviation, and range of PCHA and DBA diameters by sonographers 1 and 2 with level of reliability
n

Sonographer 1

Sonographer 2

Mean
(95 %CI)

Mean (mm)

SD

Range (mm)

Mean

SD

Range

Mean

SD

Range

ICC
(95 %CI)

SEM
(mm)

MDC
(mm)

PCHA

36

3.7

0.6

2.5-4.8

3.7

0.6

2.7-4.7

3.7 (3.6-3.8)

0.6

2.5-4.8

0.7 (0.5-0.8)

0.3

0.9

DBA

28

2.3

0.5

1.4-3.2

2.4

0.5

1.5-3.4

2.3 (2.2-2.4)

0.5

1.4-3.4

0.6 (0.3-0.8)

0.3

0.8

Legend: PCHA, posterior circumflex humeral artery; DBA, deep brachial artery; mm, millimeters; SD, standard deviation; ICC, intra-class correlation
coefficient; CI, confidence interval; SEM, standard error of measurement; MDC, minimal detectable change

measured DBA diameters was also mostly participant-dependent: 52 %. The sonographer-dependent variation was 1 %,
the side-dependent variation (left or right shoulder) was 5 %,
and the remaining was random error.

Discussion
Main findings
The main finding of this study is that the newly designed
standardized SPI-US protocol is accurate and precise for diameter assessment of the PCHA and DBA in cases where they
originate from the axillary artery, with an ICC of 0.70 and 0.60
and a MDC of 0.90 mm and 0.80 mm, respectively. PCHA
and DBA diameter measurements are sonographerindependent using the SPI-US protocol.
Elite volleyball players worldwide are potentially at risk of
PCHA aneurysm and thrombosis with distal embolization [1].
Vascular ultrasound is an appropriate diagnostic imaging

Fig. 5 Bland-Altman analysis of difference in PCHA and DBA
diameters between sonographers 1 and 2 (X-axis), against the means of
diameter measurements obtained by both sonographer (Y-axis) Key: O1,

modality in this population since it is readily available, inexpensive, patient friendly, and enables on-site application. Standardization of US measurements by sonographers is important
to improve reproducibility and inter-rater reliability, which has
been the subject of several studies in other medical fields [20,
21]. Although these studies involve veins and not arteries,
they also report on reproducibility using (different combinations of) parameters such as ICC, SEM, Bland-Altman, and
VARCOMP to express the value of reliability, in order to
assess US protocols for diagnostic purposes.
Since the clinimetric characteristics of the SPI-US protocol
are sufficient, the question remains if it can be used for diagnostic purposes, i.e. to detect PCHA aneurysms. In the medical literature, a peripheral artery aneurysm is defined as a
focal vessel segment dilatation of more than 50 % compared
to the closest normal appearing vessel segment proximal or
distal to the aneurysmatic segment [19]. Data regarding normal vessel diameters are sparse, and for the PCHA to our
knowledge unavailable. In the 36 measured PCHA diameters
in this study, the mean measured diameter was 3.70 mm (95 %

sonographer 1; O2, sonographer 2; DM, diameter (millimeters); PCHA,
posterior circumflex humeral artery; DBA, deep brachial artery
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CI 3.60-3.83). This would mean an increase in PCHA diameter in our study population with 50 % of 3.70 mm=1.85 mm,
resulting in a total diameter of 5.55 mm (3.70+1.85 mm) or
more. With a calculated MDC of 0.90 mm it is safe to say that
this type of dilatation of the PCHA would have been detected.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the SPI-US protocol performed by our experienced sonographers seems clinically valid for aneurysm detection in this population.

Strengths & weaknesses
A strength of this study is that five statistic outcome measures are used to calculate the inter-rater reliability of the
standardized US protocol for measuring PCHA and DBA
diameters, since most studies only use one or two statistics
tests [24–28]. Also, the VARCOMP analysis revealed that
PCHA diameter measurements are sonographer–independent, which is in line with the findings of Planken et al
[20], who also calculated the SEM and MDC in their vascular ultrasound reproducibility study. A second strength is the
use of the determined ICCs to calculate the SEM, since most
other studies do not perform an inter-rater study prior of
determining the SEM, and tend to use an ICC value from
another study [23]. A clinical strength of this study is the
standardized PCHA diameter measurement at 1-1.5 cm from
the origin, since the vast majority of PCHA aneurysms has
been reported in the proximal part of the PCHA, near the
takeoff from the AA [1–4, 6, 7].
A limitation of this study is the lack of a reference modality
to confirm whether the sonographically examined and measured arteries were indeed the PCHA and DBA and to confirm
if examined PCHAs and DBAs truly originated from a common trunk or not. However, ultrasound assessment was performed by two sonographers, blinded to each other’s results.
Both sonographers in this study were experienced and familiar
with the standardized SPI-US protocol. Moreover, they had
extensive experience in conducting the SPI-US protocol
among more than 300 volleyball players (Van de Pol, Maas
et al, submitted in August 2015, Radiology). This knowledge
on PCHA and DBA anatomy, branching pattern and vessel
characteristics facilitated accurate identification of the both
arteries and provided clear guidance for correct assessment,
which contributed to a high reliability. However, the lack of a
reference modality remains a limitation of the current study.
Another limitation is the exclusion of cases with PCHAs
and DBAs originating from a common trunk. However, a
recent study shows that PCHA aneurysms occur only in
PCHAs that originate directly from the axillary artery
(Van de Pol, Maas et al, submitted in November 2015, European Radiology). Therefore, diameter measurements of
PCHAs originating from a common trunk instead of the
AA seems to be clinically less relevant.

Clinical implications
Volleyball is among the most widely played sports in the
world and is played by around 260 million people regularly.
Elite volleyball players worldwide are potentially at risk of
PCHA aneurysm and thrombosis with distal embolization
[1]. PCHA diameters can be accurately and precisely measured using the SPI-US protocol. Also, the calculated MDC
enables application of this protocol for detection of PCHA
aneurysms. The reproducibility of the acquired diameters
can aid in intercollegial exchange of reference values for
PCHA diameters.
International dissemination of this protocol can make it
possible to identify PCHA injury, both for an on-site periodic
surveillance and in a clinical setting. We recommend this protocol to be performed by sonographers with good anatomical
knowledge of AA branching patterns and its anatomic
variations.
Future studies should address the trainability of this protocol, the reproducibility of acquired measurements, and the
interpretation of its results in a population of experienced vascular sonographers. Also, standardized diameter measurements of the PCHA should be performed in a large population
of elite overhead athletes to obtain data regarding normal
PCHA diameters and vessel characteristics. These PCHA
characteristics and diameters can be used as reference values
(normal versus aneurysmal) for clinical assessment and research. Finally, future studies should assess the use of the
SPI-US protocol for aneurysm detection in a large group of
elite overhead athletes at risk.
In summary, the standardized SPI-US protocol is accurate
and precise for diameter assessment of the PCHA and DBA in
cases where they originate from the axillary artery. PCHA
diameter measurements are sonographer-independent using
the standardized US protocol. In this population, the SPI-US
protocol seems clinically valid for aneurysm detection when
performed by two experienced sonographers. International
dissemination of this protocol should make it possible to identify PCHA injury, both for on-site periodic surveillance, and in
a clinical setting.
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